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Eventually, you will enormously discover a further experience and execution by spending more cash. still when? get you recognize that you require to acquire those all needs in the same way as having signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something
that will lead you to comprehend even more around the globe, experience, some places, afterward history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your totally own period to appear in reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is Poor But Proud Alabamas Poor Whites below.
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Poor But Proud
Alabama's Poor Whites
University of Alabama Press This meticulous reconstruction of the lives of poor whites in the heart of Dixie is a model study inviting new respect for a people who have suﬀered from widespread and continuing stereotyping. The phrase "poor but proud" aptly describes
many white Alabamians who settled the state and persisted through time. During the antebellum years, poor whites developed a distinctive culture on the periphery of the cotton belt. As herdsmen, subsistence farmers, mill workers, and miners, they ﬂourished in a
society more renowned for its two-class division of planters and slaves. The New Deal era and the advent of World War II broke the long downward spiral of poverty and aﬀorded new opportunities for upward mobility. Wayne Flynt addresses the life experiences of poor
whites through their occupations, society, and culture. He explores their family structure, music, religion, folklore, crafts, and politics and describes their attempts to resolve their own problems through labor unions and political movements. He reveals that many of
our stereotypes about poor whites are wildly exaggerated; few were derelicts or "white trash." Even though racism, emotionalism, and a penchant for violence were possible among poor whites, most bore their troubles with dignity and self-respect, working hard to
eventually lift themselves out of poverty. First published in 1989 by The University of Alabama Press, Poor but Proud was met with critical acclaim and awarded the 1990 Lillian Smith prize in nonﬁction, as well as being named a CHOICE Outstanding Academic Book.
This new paperback version will make the classic work available for general readers, bookstores, and classrooms.

Poor But Proud
Alabama's Poor Whites
POOR BUT PROUD.
Wayne Flynt addresses the life experiences of poor whites through their occupations, society, and culture. He explores their family structure, music, religion, folklore, crafts, and politics and describes their attempts to resolve their own problems through labor unions
and political movements. He reveals that many of our stereotypes about poor whites are wildly exaggerated; few were derelicts or "white trash." Even though racism, emotionalism, and a penchant for violence were possible among poor whites, most bore their troubles
with dignity and self-respect, working hard to eventually lift themselves out of poverty.

Alabama in the Twentieth Century
University of Alabama Press A multifaceted study of Alabama's history over the course of the twentieth century features chapters on politics, education, women, religion, the arts, the military, and other vital topics, covering both Alabama's triumphs and low points.

Keeping the Faith
Ordinary People, Extraordinary Lives
University of Alabama Press Wayne Flynt tells the story of his life and his courageous battles against an indiﬀerent or hostile power structure with modesty but always with honesty. In doing so he tells us the story of how Alabama institutions really are manipulated, and
why we should care.

The New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture
Volume 4: Myth, Manners, and Memory
UNC Press Books This volume of The New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture addresses the cultural, social, and intellectual terrain of myth, manners, and historical memory in the American South. Evaluating how a distinct southern identity has been created, recreated,
and performed through memories that blur the line between fact and ﬁction, this volume paints a broad, multihued picture of the region seen through the lenses of belief and cultural practice. The 95 entries here represent a substantial revision and expansion of the
material on historical memory and manners in the original edition. They address such matters as myths and memories surrounding the Old South and the Civil War; stereotypes and traditions related to the body, sexuality, gender, and family (such as debutante balls
and beauty pageants); institutions and places associated with historical memory (such as cemeteries, monuments, and museums); and speciﬁc subjects and objects of myths, including the Confederate ﬂag and Graceland. Together, they oﬀer a compelling portrait of
the "southern way of life" as it has been imagined, lived, and contested.
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History and Hope in the Heart of Dixie
Scholarship, Activism, and Wayne Flynt in the Modern South
University of Alabama Press Can any good thing come from Auburn? / John Shelton Reed -- Revisiting race relations in an Upland South community : Lacrosse, Arkansas / Brooks Blevins -- Southern accents : the politics of race and the passage of the Economic Opportunity
Act of 1964 / Susan Youngblood Ashmore -- Is there a balm in Gilead? Baptists and reform in North Carolina, 1900-1925 / Richard D. Starnes -- The beginnings of interracialism : Macon, Georgia, in the 1930s / Andrew M. Manis -- Race, class, the Southern conference, and
the beginning of the end of the New Deal coalition / Glenn Feldman -- "Wallaceism is an insidious and treacherous type of disease" : the 1970 Alabama gubernatorial election and the "Wallace freeze" on Alabama politics / Gordon E. Harvey -- Divide and conquer :
interest groups and political culture in Alabama, 1929-1971 / Jeﬀ Frederick -- The scholar as activist / Dewayne Key -- Evangelist for constitutional reform / Bailey Thomson -- The historian as public policy activist / Dan T. Carter.

Historical Dictionary of the Old South
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Historical Dictionary of the Old South, Second Edition covers the history of the Old South through a chronology, an introductory essay, and an extensive bibliography. The cross-referenced dictionary section has over 600 cross referenced dictionary
entries on politics, culture, and the economy of the Old South. This book is an excellent access point for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about the Old South.

Stand Up for Alabama
Governor George Wallace
University of Alabama Press Provides a detailed, comprehensive and analytical study of George Wallace's political life that emphasizes his activities and their impact within the state of Alabama, rather than his career as a national ﬁgure.

Racism in Contemporary America
Greenwood Publishing Group The most comprehensive and up-to-date bibliography of America's most enduring problem.

Understanding To Kill a Mockingbird
A Student Casebook to Issues, Sources, and Historic Documents
Greenwood Publishing Group Collects documents and commentary illuminating Southern life in the 1950s

Stealth Reconstruction
An Untold Story of Racial Politics in Recent Southern History
NewSouth Books America seems to have little sense of how the Civil Rights Movement actually played into southern politics over the remainder of the twentieth Century. The common vision is a monolithic struggle between heroes and villains, depicted literally and
ﬁguratively in black and white. Unfortunately, this conception provides incomplete explanation for subsequent progress in the southern political system. This book reveals that, amid all the heroic history of that time, there is a fascinating story of “stealth
reconstruction” – i.e., the unheroic, quiet, practical, biracial work of some white politicians and black leaders, a story untold and unknown until now.

Poverty in America
Infobase Publishing Presents an overview of the history of poverty in America and includes excerpts from primary source documents, short biographies of inﬂuential people, and more.

Politics, Society, and the Klan in Alabama, 1915-1949
University of Alabama Press This ﬁrst book-length examination of the Klan in Alabama represents exhaustive research that challenges traditional interpretations. The Ku Klux Klan has wielded considerable power both as a terrorist group and as a political force. Usually
viewed as appearing in distinct incarnations, the Klans of the 20th century are now shown by Glenn Feldman to have a greater degree of continuity than has been previously suspected. Victims of Klan terrorism continued to be aliens, foreigners, or outsiders in
Alabama: the freed slave during Reconstruction, the 1920s Catholic or Jew, the 1930s labor organizer or Communist, and the returning black veteran of World War II were all considered a threat to the dominant white culture. Feldman oﬀers new insights into this
"qualiﬁed continuity" among Klans of diﬀerent eras, showing that the group remained active during the 1930s and 1940s when it was presumed dormant, with elements of the "Reconstruction syndrome" carrying over to the smaller Klan of the civil rights era. In
addition, Feldman takes a critical look at opposition to Klan activities by southern elites. He particularly shows how opponents during the Great Depression and war years saw the Klan as an impediment to attracting outside capital and federal relief or as a magnet for
federal action that would jeopardize traditional forms of racial and social control. Other critics voiced concerns about negative national publicity, and others deplored the violence and terrorism. This in-depth examination of the Klan in a single state, which features rare
photographs, provides a means of understanding the order's development throughout the South. Feldman's book represents deﬁnitive research into the history of the Klan and makes a major contribution to our understanding of both that organization and the history
of Alabama.
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Hillbilly
A Cultural History of an American Icon
Oxford University Press on Demand In this pioneering work of cultural history, historian Anthony Harkins argues that the hillbilly-in his various guises of "briar hopper," "brush ape," "ridge runner," and "white trash"-has been viewed by mainstream Americans
simultaneously as a violent degenerate who threatens the modern order and as a keeper of traditional values of family, home, and physical production, and thus symbolic of a nostalgic past free of the problems of contemporary life. "Hillbilly" signiﬁes both rugged
individualism and stubborn backwardness, strong family and kin networks but also inbreeding and bloody feuds. Spanning ﬁlm, literature, and the entire expanse of American popular culture, from D. W. Griﬃth to hillbilly music to the Internet, Harkins illustrates how
the image of the hillbilly has consistently served as both a marker of social derision and regional pride. He traces the corresponding changes in representations of the hillbilly from late-nineteenth century America, through the great Depression, the mass migrations of
Southern Appalachians in the 1940s and 1950s, the War on Poverty in the mid 1960s, and to the present day. Harkins also argues that images of hillbillies have played a critical role in the construction of whiteness and modernity in twentieth century America. Richly
illustrated with dozens of photographs, drawings, and ﬁlm and television stills, this unique book stands as a testament to the enduring place of the hillbilly in the American imagination. Hillbilly received an Honorable Mention, John G. Cawelti Book Award of the
American Culture Association.

Masterless Men
Cambridge University Press This book examines the lives of the Antebellum South's underprivileged whites in nineteenth-century America.

I Don't Care what the Bible Says
An Interpretation of the South
Mercer University Press It also warns against exaggerated notions of human freedom that put no limits on what might have been if people had only chosen diﬀerently and suggests that the total complex of conditions under which moral agents exercised their powers of
choice in the South were such that the course Southern history took was highly probable and to have been expected."--BOOK JACKET.

The Whiteness of Child Labor Reform in the New South
University of Georgia Press Focusing on Alabama's textile industry, this study looks at the complex motivations behind the "whites-only" route taken by the Progressive reform movement in the South. In the early 1900s, northern mill owners seeking cheaper labor and
fewer regulations found the South's doors wide open. Children then comprised over 22 percent of the southern textile labor force, compared to 6 percent in New England. Shelley Sallee explains how northern and southern Progressives, who formed a transregional
alliance to nudge the South toward minimal child welfare standards, had to mold their strategies around the racial and societal preoccupations of a crucial ally--white middle-class southerners. Southern whites of the "better sort" often regarded white mill workers as
something of a race unto themselves--degenerate and just above blacks in station. To enlist white middle-class support, says Sallee, reformers had to address concerns about social chaos fueled by northern interference, the empowerment of "white trash," or the
alliance of poor whites and blacks. The answer was to couch reform in terms of white racial uplift--and to persuade the white middle class that to demean white children through factory work was to undermine "whiteness" generally. The lingering eﬀect of this "whitesonly" strategy was to reinforce the idea of whiteness as essential to American identity and the politics of reform. Sallee's work is a compelling contribution to, and the only book-length treatment of, the study of child labor reform, racism, and political compromise in
the Progressive-era South.

Keeping the Faith
Ordinary People, Extraordinary Lives
University of Alabama Press Wayne Flynt tells the story of his life and his courageous battles against an indiﬀerent or hostile power structure with modesty but always with honesty. In doing so he tells us the story of how Alabama institutions really are manipulated, and
why we should care.

Poverty in Rural America
January 1980 - June 1993
"Everybody was Black Down There"
Race and Industrial Change in the Alabama Coalﬁelds
University of Georgia Press In 1930 almost 13,000 African Americans worked in the coal mines around Birmingham, Alabama. They made up 53 percent of the mining workforce and some 60 percent of their union's local membership. At the close of the twentieth century,
only about 15 percent of Birmingham's miners were black, and the entire mining workforce had been sharply reduced. Robert H. Woodrum oﬀers a challenging interpretation of why this dramatic decline occurred and why it happened during an era of strong union
presence in the Alabama coalﬁelds. Drawing on union, company, and government records as well as interviews with coal miners, Woodrum examines the complex connections between racial ideology and technological and economic change. Extending the chronological
scope of previous studies of race, work, and unionization in the Birmingham coalﬁelds, Woodrum covers the New Deal, World War II, the postwar era, the 1970s expansion of coalﬁeld employment, and contemporary trends toward globalization. The United Mine Workers
of America's eﬀorts to bridge the color line in places like Birmingham should not be underestimated, says Woodrum. Facing pressure from the wider world of segregationist Alabama, however, union leadership ultimately backed oﬀ the UMWA's historic commitment to
the rights of its black members. Woodrum discusses the role of state UMWA president William Mitch in this process and describes Birmingham's unique economic circumstances as an essentially Rust Belt city within the burgeoning Sun Belt South. This is a nuanced
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exploration of how, despite their central role in bringing the UMWA back to Alabama in the early 1930s, black miners remained vulnerable to the economic and technological changes that transformed the coal industry after World War II.

Two-Party Politics in the One-Party South
Alabama's Hill Country, 1874–1920
University of Alabama Press Samuel L. Webb presents new evidence that, contrary to popular belief, voters in at least one Deep South state did not ﬂee en masse from the Republican party after Reconstruction. Instead, as Webb conclusively demonstrates, the party
gained strength among white voters in northern Alabama's Hill Country region between 1896 and 1920.

The Conquest of Labor
Daniel Pratt and Southern Industrialization
LSU Press The Conquest of Labor oﬀers the ﬁrst biography of Daniel Pratt (1799-1873), a New Hampshire native who became one of the South's most important industrialists. After moving to Alabama in 1833, Pratt started a cotton gin factory near Montgomery that by
the eve of the Civil War had become the largest in the world. Pratt became a household name in cotton-growing states, and Prattville-the site of his operations-one of the antebellum South's most celebrated manufacturing towns. Based on a rich cache of personal and
business records, Curtis J. Evans's study of Daniel Pratt and his "Yankee" town in the heart of the Deep South challenges the conventional portrayal of the South as a premodern region hostile to industrialization and shows that, contrary to current popular thought, the
South was not so markedly diﬀerent from the North.

All We Knew Was to Farm
Rural Women in the Upcountry South, 1919-1941
JHU Press Melissa Walker has done an admirable job of mining oral interviews, TVA records, letters, diaries, and farming magazines to piece together the story of how women contributed to the family income... Walker deftly negotiates the intersection of race, class, and
gender. -- Journal of East Tennessee History

Not Quite White
White Trash and the Boundaries of Whiteness
Duke University Press White trash. The phrase conjures up images of dirty rural folk who are poor, ignorant, violent, and incestuous. But where did this stigmatizing phrase come from? And why do these stereotypes persist? Matt Wray answers these and other questions
by delving into the long history behind this term of abuse and others like it. Ranging from the early 1700s to the early 1900s, Not Quite White documents the origins and transformations of the multiple meanings projected onto poor rural whites in the United States.
Wray draws on a wide variety of primary sources—literary texts, folklore, diaries and journals, medical and scientiﬁc articles, social scientiﬁc analyses—to construct a dense archive of changing collective representations of poor whites. Of crucial importance are the
ideas about poor whites that circulated through early-twentieth-century public health campaigns, such as hookworm eradication and eugenic reforms. In these crusades, impoverished whites, particularly but not exclusively in the American South, were targeted for
interventions by sanitarians who viewed them as “ﬁlthy, lazy crackers” in need of racial uplift and by eugenicists who viewed them as a “feebleminded menace” to the white race, threats that needed to be conﬁned and involuntarily sterilized. Part historical inquiry and
part sociological investigation, Not Quite White demonstrates the power of social categories and boundaries to shape social relationships and institutions, to invent groups where none exist, and to inﬂuence policies and legislation that end up harming the very people
they aim to help. It illuminates not only the cultural signiﬁcance and consequences of poor white stereotypes but also how dominant whites exploited and expanded these stereotypes to bolster and defend their own fragile claims to whiteness.

Alabama Baptists
Southern Baptists in the Heart of Dixie
University of Alabama Press A deﬁnitive history of Alabama's Baptist community--the state's dominant religious group--from the beginning of the nineteenth century to the present reveals the Baptists' complex political sympathies, their interracial dynamics, and their
inﬂuence on Alabama's politics. UP.

Black/white Relations in American History
An Annotated Bibliography
Scarecrow Press An annotated bibliography of more than 700 signiﬁcant works concerning the function of race in American history. It evaluates the most important historical, sociological, and psychological studies published since 1944. An introductory chapter describes
and evaluates key general works on the origin and meaning of race and race relations. After the introduction, chapters are arranged in chronological order. All consequential studies of slavery on the national, state, and local level are included with a brief synthesis of
the major ﬁndings of the study. The book continues through the Civil War, the Reconstruction, segregation and Jim Crow, up to and including the ongoing Civil Rights movement begun in the late 1950s. A ﬁnal chapter includes works that attempt to imagine the cost-economically, socially, and politically--of black/white racism and discrimination in the United States.
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Common Whites
Class and Culture in Antebellum North Carolina
University Press of Kentucky Class and culture in Antebellum North Carolina have been largely forgotten. In the past few years, several important studies have examined common whites in individual counties or groups of counties, but they have focused on family life, the
economy, or other speciﬁc features of the common-white life. C ommon Whites: Class and Culture in Antebellum North Carolina is the ﬁrst comprehensive examination of these nonslaveholders and small slaveholders in over forty years. Using North Carolina as a case in
point, Bill Cecil-Fronsman has sketched a broad portrait of the world made by this group. Drawing on travelers' accounts, newspapers, folksongs and folktales, quantitative analysis of census reports, and, above all, the common whites' own words, he has woven the
individual threads of their culture into an in-depth analysis of their world and their responses to it. This work focuses on the issues of class and culture. Here, Cecil-Fronsman explores why the common whites accepted the slave system even though it worked to their
disadvantage. He demonstrates how the market economy of the outside world played a negligible role in their lives and how their unique traditional attitudes toward family and community evolved. Finally, he recounts how, although most common whites supported the
Confederate cause during the Civil War, many of the old loyalties broke down during the war years. The common whites, though they outnumbered the slaves and the elites, make up the least studied group in the Old South. This book takes us beyond the stereotypes
and misconceptions to a better understanding of a group of people virtually ignored by traditional history.

Bibliography of Agriculture
Reform, Red Scare, and Ruin
Virginia Durr, Prophet of the New South
Xlibris Corporation Virginia Durr of Alabama was a major reformer whose public career spanned almost ﬁfty years. She fought against the Poll Tax and other restrictions of the franchise that stopped millions of whites and blacks from voting, a development favoring only
the Souths aristocracy. She became a leader of the Southern Conference on Human Welfare and the Southern Conference Education Fund. Most notably, she directed the National Committee to Abolish the Poll Tax. As well, she actively participated in the Civil Rights
Movement by working with people like Martin Luther King, Jr., and Mary McLeod Bethune. Because of her reform activism, Durr became a target of J. Edgar Hoovers FBI, Americas secret police, and the House Committee on Un-American Activities. She, along with her
husband, was hounded by reactionaries from 1938 through the early 1960s. In the United States in the modern era, suppression did not begin with President George Bush; rather, suppression began much earlier; Virginia Durrs career is a case in point.

From Diversity to Unity
Southern and Appalachian Migrants in Uptown Chicago, 1950-1970
Lexington Books From Diversity to Unity is a community study of settlement and adaptation of southern and Appalachian migrants to the neighborhood of Uptown Chicago. Oral histories, community newspapers, and secondary sources reveal the human experience of
urban migration. Following the postwar collapse of the coal industry, Appalachian migration to northern cities increased signiﬁcantly. Roger Guy examines this migration, placing particular emphasis on the role of women in the settlement of the migrants in a new
place. From Diversity to Unity ﬁlls a valuable niche in urban and Appalachian history and is ideal for scholars and students of urban and Chicago history as well as Appalachian and ethnic studies. Book jacket.

Shared Traditions
Southern History and Folk Culture
University of Illinois Press Essays on the folk culture of the South cover cultural interaction in the old South, the world of slaves, Irish folk culture in the American South, folk music, and the impact of the civil rights movement

Struggle for the Soul of the Postwar South
White Evangelical Protestants and Operation Dixie
University of Illinois Press In 1946, the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) undertook Operation Dixie, an initiative to recruit industrial workers in the American South. Elizabeth and Ken Fones-Wolf plumb rarely used archival sources and rich oral histories to explore
the CIO's fraught encounter with the evangelical Protestantism and religious culture of southern whites. The authors' nuanced look at working class religion reveals how laborers across the surprisingly wide evangelical spectrum interpreted their lives through their
faith. Factors like conscience, community need, and lived experience led individual preachers to become union activists and mill villagers to defy the foreman and minister alike to listen to organizers. As the authors show, however, all sides enlisted belief in the battle.
In the end, the inability of northern organizers to overcome the suspicion with which many evangelicals viewed modernity played a key role in Operation Dixie's failure, with repercussions for labor and liberalism that are still being felt today. Identifying the role of the
sacred in the struggle for southern economic justice, and placing class as a central aspect in southern religion, Struggle for the Soul of the Postwar South provides new understandings of how whites in the region wrestled with the options available to them during a
crucial period of change and possibility.

Quick Bibliography Series
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Rich Man's War, Poor Man's Fight
Race, Class, and Power in the Rural South during the First World War
Univ of North Carolina Press During World War I, thousands of rural southern men, black and white, refused to serve in the military. Some failed to register for the draft, while others deserted after being inducted. In the countryside, armed bands of deserters deﬁed local
authorities; capturing them required the dispatch of federal troops into three southern states. Jeanette Keith traces southern draft resistance to several sources, including whites' long-term political opposition to militarism, southern blacks' reluctance to serve a nation
that refused to respect their rights, the peace witness of southern churches, and, above all, anger at class bias in federal conscription policies. Keith shows how draft dodgers' success in avoiding service resulted from the failure of southern states to create eﬀective
mechanisms for identifying and classifying individuals. Lacking local-level data on draft evaders, the federal government used agencies of surveillance both to ﬁnd reluctant conscripts and to squelch antiwar dissent in rural areas. Drawing upon rarely used local draft
board reports, Selective Service archives, Bureau of Investigation reports, and southern political leaders' constituent ﬁles, Keith oﬀers new insights into rural southern politics and society as well as the growing power of the nation-state in early twentieth-century
America.

Simulation Models, GIS and Nonpoint-source Pollution
January 1988 - June 1992
Cracker Times and Pioneer Lives
The Florida Reminiscences of George Gillett Keen and Sarah Pamela Williams
Univ of South Carolina Press Brings together the reminiscences of two pioneers who came of age in antebellum Florida's Columbia County and the nearby Suwannee River Valley. Though they held markedly diﬀerent positions in society, the two shared the adventure,
hardship and tragedy that characterized Florida's pioneer era.

Reader's Guide to American History
Routledge There are so many books on so many aspects of the history of the United States, oﬀering such a wide variety of interpretations, that students, teachers, scholars, and librarians often need help and advice on how to ﬁnd what they want. The Reader's Guide to
American History is designed to meet that need by adopting a new and constructive approach to the appreciation of this rich historiography. Each of the 600 entries on topics in political, social and economic history describes and evaluates some 6 to 12 books on the
topic, providing guidance to the reader on everything from broad surveys and interpretive works to specialized monographs. The entries are devoted to events and individuals, as well as broader themes, and are written by a team of well over 200 contributors, all
scholars of American history.

Sounds of the South
Southern Folklife Collection Beyond the familiar forms of Mississippi Delta Blues and mainstream country music, the vernacular music of the South also ranges from the ceremonial music of Native Americans, to "shout" singing in South Carolina sea islands, Cajun ﬁddling,
and Mexican-American conjunto music. Sounds of the South assesses past eﬀorts to document these richly varied musical forms and the challenges facing future work. "Sounds of the South"—a 1989 conference that gathered record collectors, folklorists, musicians,
record producers, librarians, archivists, and traditional music lovers—celebrated the oﬃcial opening of the Southern Folklife Collection with the John Edwards Memorial Collection at the library of the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. Based on that conference,
Sounds of the South includes Bill Malone's account of his own career as fan and scholar of country music, Paul Oliver on European blues scholarship, and Ray Funk on researching Black Gospel Quartets. The contributors look at a number of topics related to the role of
the archivist/folklorist in recording and documenting the music of the South—evaluating past ﬁeldwork and current needs in documentation, archival issues, prospects for the publication of recordings, and changes in music and technology. Written in an accessible
style, this volume will be of interest to all those concerned with preserving the music of the American South.

Sing Me Back Home
Southern Roots and Country Music
University of Oklahoma Press For over ﬁfty years, Bill C. Malone has researched and written about the history of country music. Today he is celebrated as the foremost authority on this distinctly American genre. This new collection brings together his signiﬁcant articlelength work from a variety of sources, including essays, book chapters, and record liner notes. Sing Me Back Home distills a lifetime of thinking about country and southern roots music. Malone oﬀers the heartfelt story of his own working-class upbringing in rural East
Texas, recounting how in 1939 his family’s ﬁrst radio, a battery-powered Philco, introduced him to hillbilly music and how, years later, he went on to become a scholar in the ﬁeld before the ﬁeld formally existed. Drawing on a hundred years of southern roots music
history, Malone assesses the contributions of artists such as William S. Hays, Albert Brumley, Joe Thompson, Jimmie Rodgers, Johnny Gimble, and Elvis Presley. He also explores the intricate relationships between black and white music styles, gospel and secular
traditions, and pop, folk, and country music. Author of many books, Malone is best known for his pioneering volume County Music, U.S.A., published in 1968. It ranks as the ﬁrst comprehensive history of American country music and remains a standard reference. This
compilation of Malone’s shorter—and more personal—essays is the perfect complement to his earlier writing and a compelling introduction to the life’s work of America’s most respected country music historian.
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